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Three-dimensional stacking of multiple integrated circuits has benefits in terms of combining heterogeneous technologies and achieving a small footprint. The semiconductor industry is preparing itself to make a major step forward in three-dimensional stacking, now that the technology of TSVs is becoming available. TSVs are conducting nails which extend out of the back-side of a thinned-down die, enabling the vertical interconnect to another die. TSVs are high-density, low-capacitance interconnects compared to traditional wire-bonds, and hence allow for many more interconnections between stacked dies, while operating at higher speeds and consuming less power. TSV-based 3D technologies enable the creation of a new generation of 'super chips' by opening up new architectural opportunities. 3D-SICs combine a smaller form factor and lower overall manufacturing costs with many other compelling benefits, and hence their technology is quickly gaining ground.

Like all micro-electronic products, 3D-SICs need to be tested for manufacturing defects incurred during their many, high-precision, and hence defect-prone manufacturing steps. These tests should be both effective and cost-efficient. Solutions regarding test flow, test contents, and test access need to be developed before 3D-SICs can be brought to the market. Next to all basic and most advanced test technology issues, 3D-SICs have some unique new test challenges of their own. These challenges include (1) development of new fault models and corresponding tests for TSV-based interconnects and new 3D-induced intra-die defects, (2) wafer probing on small and numerous micro-bumps and/or TSV tips and pads under...
stringent damage requirements, (3) handling of and probing on wafers with thinned-die stacks, (4) the design, partitioning, and optimization of DFT architectures that span across multiple dies, and (5) optimization of the test flow for maximum effectiveness and lowest cost.
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